Diagnosis and therapeutic interventions in pathological conditions rely upon clinical monitoring of key metabolites in the serum. Recent studies show that a wide range of metabolic pathways are controlled by circadian rhythms whose oscillation is affected by nutritional challenges, underscoring the importance of assessing a temporal window for clinical testing and thereby questioning the accuracy of the reading of critical pathological markers in circulation. We have been interested in studying the communication between peripheral tissues under metabolic homeostasis perturbation. Here we present a comparative circadian metabolomic analysis on serum and liver in mice under high fat diet. Our data reveal that the nutritional challenge induces a loss of serum metabolite rhythmicity compared with liver, indicating a circadian misalignment between the tissues analyzed. Importantly, our results show that the levels of serum metabolites do not reflect the circadian liver metabolic signature or the effect of nutritional challenge. This notion reveals the possibility that misleading reads of metabolites in circulation may result in misdiagnosis and improper treatments. Our findings also demonstrate a tissue-specific and time-dependent disruption of metabolic homeostasis in response to altered nutrition.
Circadian rhythms govern a large variety of behavioral, physiological, and metabolic processes (1) (2) (3) (4) . Recent advances reveal that a very large fraction of mammalian metabolism undergoes circadian oscillations (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . This notion is critical, and it raises awareness of the need for increased attention to the time of monitoring clinically relevant values in patients. Indeed, studies in humans show that levels of key markers oscillate significantly (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , possibly leading to false or misleading reads that may result in questionable therapeutic outcomes. Thus, a comprehensive comparative analysis of the circadian metabolome in the serum versus peripheral tissues is critical to decipher the circulating metabolites that constitute a specific signature of a given physiological state.
Circadian rhythms are under the control of clocks that ensure cyclic regulation of a large spectrum of cellular and molecular mechanisms. In mammals, the central clock is located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) 2 of the anterior hypothalamus. The SCN integrates external daily cues, such as the light-dark cycle, and operates as a synchronizer for a multitude of peripheral clocks located in most tissues (19 -21) . Peripheral clocks respond to nutritional cues and can be uncoupled from the SCN by restricted feeding (9, (22) (23) (24) . Recent studies have shown that restriction of the time of feeding (9) as well as nutritional challenge by a high fat diet (HFD) (24 -26) result in extensive modifications of liver metabolism. Furthermore, the liver clock displays a highly dynamic homeostasis associated with an elaborate reprogramming of its molecular gears under nutritional challenge (26) . Accumulating evidence underscores the intimate interplay between the circadian clock and cellular metabolism (21, 26 -29) . Indeed, many metabolic pathways are under circadian control and, in turn, may feedback to the clock system to assist in circadian timekeeping (6, 7, 11, 30) . Although transcriptomics studies have extensively illustrated a substantial fraction of the genome controlled by the molecular clock (18, 23, (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) , analysis of the metabolome has lagged behind, mostly because of technical difficulties. The relatively recent use of technologies such as liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) and the subsequent development of appropriate bioinformatics tools (37) have been valuable in starting to unraveling the contribution of the circadian clock to mouse and human metabolism in a number of tissues as well as in blood and saliva (13) (14) (15) (16) .
Analyses of serum metabolome in humans and mice have been performed in a variety of conditions (i.e. sleep deprivation, phase shifting, etc.) (14, 15, 17) . Because serum is a biological sample most often harvested in human patients and is also a critical linker between peripheral tissues as well as between peripheral tissues and the brain, we wanted to understand how a high fat diet affects the circadian clock at the level of serum metabolites. Here we reveal that, unlike in the liver, the overall effect of a high fat diet on the serum circadian metabolome is a profound loss of rhythmicity. Our results demonstrate that monitoring the levels of metabolites in the serum is a poor predictor of the metabolic landscape of the liver. Moreover, we underscore the possibility that the uncoupling of peripheral clocks from the SCN, known to be detrimental for energy balance (38 -48) , may occur through metabolic information present in the serum. Finally, we have identified specific serum metabolites diagnostic of the risk of diabetes, obesity, and other metabolic disorders that are associated with nutritional challenge.
Experimental Procedures
Mice and Diets-Age-matched, male C57BL/6J mice (JAX, 00064) were maintained on a 12-h light/12-h dark cycle. Mice had access to water and pellet food ad libitum. Animal care and use were in accordance with guidelines of the institutional animal care and use committee at the University of California (Irvine, CA). At 6 weeks of age, animals were placed on a normal chow diet (Prolab RMH 2500) or an HFD (60% of calories from fat; Research Diets, D12492) for 10 weeks. Body weight was measured weekly. Animals were separated into individual cages 1 week before sacrifice. Liver and serum were harvested across the circadian cycle every 4 h. Serum was prepared from an abdominal/thoracic blood sample. All samples were stored at Ϫ80°C until analysis.
Mass Spectrometry for Metabolomics Analysis-Metabolomics analysis was carried out by Metabolon, Inc. (Durham, NC) using a published methodology (49) . Briefly, small molecules from the liver and serum (n ϭ 5/group and zeitgeber (ZT)) of age-matched, adult, male mice were harvested at ZT0, ZT4, ZT8, ZT12, ZT16, ZT20, and ZT24, with ZT0 corresponding to lights on and ZT12 corresponding to lights off in the animal facility. Animals were housed on a 12-h light/12-h dark schedule. Livers and serums were harvested, and livers were rinsed briefly in PBS and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. Frozen samples were shipped to Metabolon. The metabolic profiling platform used for this kind of analysis by Metabolon combines three independent platforms: ultra-HPLC/MS/MS optimized for basic species, ultra-HPLC/MS/MS optimized for acidic species, and gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS). Briefly, a comparable amount of liver and serum tissue from each replicate animal for normal chow (NC) and HFD was used. Liver samples were processed essentially as described previously (26, 50) . For serum samples, the LC/MS portion of the platform was based on a Waters ACQUITY UPLC system and a Thermo-Finnigan LTQ mass spectrometer, which consisted of an electrospray ionization source and linear ion trap mass analyzer. The sample extract was split into two aliquots, dried, and then reconstituted in acidic or basic LC-compatible solvents, each of which contained 11 or more injection standards at fixed concentrations. One aliquot was analyzed using acidic positive ion-optimized conditions and the other using basic negative ion-optimized conditions in two independent injections using separate dedicated columns. Extracts reconstituted in acidic conditions were gradient-eluted using water and methanol, both containing 0.1% formic acid, whereas the basic extracts, which also used water/methanol, contained 6.5 mM ammonium bicarbonate. The MS analysis alternated between MS and data-dependent MS2 scans using dynamic exclusion. The samples destined for GC/MS analysis were redried under vacuum desiccation for a minimum of 24 h before being derivatizedunderdriednitrogenusingbistrimethyl-silyl-trifluoroacetamide. The GC column was 5% phenyl, and the temperature ramp was from 40 to 300°C in a 16-min period. Samples were analyzed on a Thermo-Finnigan Trace DSQ fast scanning sin-gle-quadrupole mass spectrometer using electron impact ionization. The instrument was tuned and calibrated for mass resolution and mass accuracy on a daily basis. Metabolites were identified by automated comparison of the ion features in the experimental samples with a reference library of chemical standard entries that included retention time, molecular weight (m/z), preferred adducts, and in-source fragments as well as associated MS spectra and curated by visual inspection for quality control using software developed at Metabolon (51) .
Adipokine Level Measurements-Analyses of IL-6, leptin, and adiponectin levels in serum and liver were carried out by Eve Technologies by multiplexing laser bead technology.
Western Blotting-Equal amounts of protein from whole liver cell lysates (30 g) were separated on polyacrylamide gel and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. After blocking, the membranes were incubated overnight, at 4°C, with one of the following primary antibodies: anti-phospho-GSK3␤ (Ser 9 ) (Cell Signaling Technology), anti-phospho-AKT (Ser 473 ) (Cell Signaling Technology), anti-AKT (Cell Signaling Technology), and actin. All of the primary antibodies were used at a concentration of 1:1,000.
Statistics-Data from each experimental group were assessed through replicates (n ϭ 5) for representative mean and image. Data represent mean Ϯ S.E. of experiments. Experiments with two variables were analyzed by two-way analysis of variance followed by Tukey's post hoc test for multiple comparisons (GraphPad Prism version 5.0). For analysis of rhythmic metabolites, the nonparametric test JTK_CYCLE was used, incorporating a window of 20 -28 h for the determination of circadian periodicity, as described previously (26, 50) . Metabolites with p Ͻ 0.05 were considered significant (supplemental Files 1 and 2).
Results
Comparative Circadian Metabolomics-We used LC-MS metabolomics to analyze the relative abundance of metabolites in the mouse serum and liver throughout the circadian cycle under NC and HFD conditions. Wild-type mice were divided in two experimental groups, the first fed an NC diet and the second fed an HFD (60% of calories from fat (26)) for 10 weeks. Liver and serum were harvested across the circadian cycle every 4 h. Although the hepatic circadian metabolome and transcriptome have been previously reported to undergo extensive reprogramming following nutritional challenge (26) , the degree and specificity to which circulating metabolites oscillate have not been determined.
Our metabolome analysis identified 362 known metabolites in the serum (Fig. 1A ), belonging to major metabolic pathways. Although a large fraction of metabolites are present in both tissues (222 metabolites), 140 metabolites, corresponding to 38.6% of the total, were detected only in serum and not in the liver (supplemental Files 1 and 2). This indicates that either 1) their abundance is too low in the liver to be detected; 2) these metabolites are not typically made in or transported to the liver; or 3) due to technological variability, they were unable to be detected.
In both tissues, a large number of metabolites (62% in serum, 77% in the liver) were affected by HFD. When analyzed by anal-ysis of variance, 40% of serum metabolites and 45% of liver metabolites deviated in abundance throughout the circadian cycle. However, when analyzed for circadian oscillation specifically (p Ͻ 0.05, JTK_cycle (26)), the fraction of oscillating metabolites was the same. Specifically, 46% oscillated in the serum, and 46% cycled in the liver under a distinct feeding condition (i.e. NC, HFD, or both (BOTH)) ( Fig. 1B) . Strikingly, in serum, HFD induced an extensive disruption in the oscillation of metabolites that cycle in NC (55%). A smaller fraction of metabolites (27%) oscillated in both feeding conditions, and only 18% oscillated in HFD. This profile is in stark contrast to the situation in the liver, where 43% of metabolites oscillate in both feeding conditions, 30% oscillate only in NC (i.e. oscillation is lost under HFD), and 27% oscillate only in HFD (26) (Fig.  1C ). Thus, although a similar number of metabolites oscillated in both feeding conditions in the liver, there was a 3-fold decrease in the number of metabolites oscillating in HFD in the serum relative to NC. Thereby, it appears that the serum metabolome is much more sensitive to nutritional challenge than the liver. Moreover, an analysis of the phase of oscillation in both tissues under NC and HFD revealed some important differences (see Figs. 4F, 5 (E and J), 6F, 7D, and 8 (E and J)). In serum, apart from the loss of oscillation in carbohydrates and cofactors in HFD, the remaining oscillatory metabolites were phase-delayed in HFD. Moreover, some variance was noted in the phase of oscillation for metabolites that oscillated in both diets. In particular, serum metabolites oscillating in both feeding conditions were phase-advanced in HFD ( Fig. 1D ), whereas, considering the phase of metabolites that oscillated only in NC or only in HFD, liver metabolites in HFD were somewhat phase-advanced compared with metabolites oscillating only in NC (26) ( Fig. 1E ). Also, we analyzed the relative abundance of major classes of metabolites at ZT0 and ZT12 for serum and liver (37) . Significant decreases in serum were detected at ZT0 FIGURE 1. General loss of oscillation in serum metabolites after HFD compared with liver. A, comparison of the number of serum and liver metabolites affected by diet or time. B, comparison of oscillating and not oscillating metabolites in serum and liver. C, comparison of the numbers of oscillatory metabolites only in NC, only in HF, or in both NC and HF groups (BOTH) for serum and liver (p Ͻ 0.05, JTK_cycle, and n ϭ 5 biological replicates). D, phase graphs of serum and liver metabolites that oscillate in both feeding conditions. E, phase graphs of serum and liver metabolites that oscillate only in the NC or HFD.
under HFD compared with NC diet for peptides and xenobiotics. Moreover, lower levels of peptides were also found at ZT12 compared with ZT0 under NC. Interestingly, some major classes of metabolites showed a diet effect in the liver. This is the case for amino acids, xenobiotics, and nucleotides, with a marked decrease in their content under HFD for both of the time points analyzed.
By analyzing a variety of parameters, we have previously shown that, as expected, HFD-fed mice develop an obese phenotype (26) . Adipose tissue in mammals not only acts as storage for excess of nutrients; it also acts as an endocrine organ secreting adipokines that are involved in a wide range of functions (52) (53) (54) (55) . Specifically, obesity is associated with oxidative stress and inflammatory responses in adipose tissue (due to adipocytes hypertrophy and hyperplasia) with consequent increased levels of local and systemic pro-inflammatory cytokines. We analyzed the levels of IL-6, leptin, and adiponectin (56 -59) in serum and liver at two different time points (ZT4 and ZT16) to monitor whether the obese status elicited by the high fat diet could affect the circadian secretion of these adipokines ( Fig. 2 , A-C). No changes or little change was observed in IL-6 and adiponectin levels between NC and HFD in both tissues. This could be due to various factors, such as the diet composition and/or the circadian changes occurring at other ZTs. Importantly, the levels of leptin at ZT16 were significantly higher in HFD as compared with NC in both serum and liver. This result not only indicates a temporal disruption of this adipokine; it also suggests a misreading of the signal for the brain of the body's energy stores (Fig. 2C ). Moreover, because leptin is implicated in the etiology of insulin resistance (60 -62), we extended our analysis by monitoring AKT and GSK3␤. As expected, we found that HFD induced an increase in basal (noninsulin-stimulated) AKT phosphorylation at Ser 473 and GSK3␤ inactivation (as measured by phosphorylation at Ser 9 ) ( Fig. 2D ). Importantly, we also observed a complete loss of rhythmicity in AKT phosphorylation in the animals fed an HFD, whereas robust rhythmicity in phosphorylation of AKT is seen in NCfed animals.
Next, in the pool of shared metabolites between serum and liver ( Fig. 3A ), we analyzed in detail the metabolites present in both tissues and oscillating only in NC ( Fig. 3 , B-E). Of the eight metabolites oscillating in both tissues under NC (Fig. 3, B and C), most were synchronous by showing a similar phase peak at ZT16 ( Fig. 3D ). Importantly, there was a different composition of the metabolites shared between serum and liver in NC. Specifically, 75.5% of the serum lipids oscillated in NC versus 36.4% in the liver. Another striking difference relates to nucleotide metabolites; 18% of the shared nucleotide oscillated in the liver, whereas none oscillated in the serum (Fig. 3E) . A parallel analysis for oscillating metabolites only in HFD revealed that only two are shared between liver and serum (allantoin and 2-oleoylglycerophosphoethanolamine) ( Fig. 3F ).
Another revealing difference relates to metabolites oscillating in HFD, where 52% of liver lipid metabolites cycled, whereas only 33% did so in serum ( Fig. 3G ). Interestingly, 14 metabolites are shared and oscillate under both feeding conditions in both tissues, and most of them belong to the amino acid pathway ( Fig. 3H ). Analysis of the phase of oscillation for these shared metabolites revealed that, unlike the liver, the serum metabolome is not phase-advanced under HFD ( Fig. 3I) .
Amino Acids and Peptides-A significant fraction of amino acid metabolites are common to serum and liver, although some unique profiles are distinctive of the two tissues. Specifically, a number of amino acids were found exclusively in the serum (40% of all serum amino acid metabolites), including sarcosine, N 6 -acetyllysine, phenylpyruvate, and creatinine ( Fig.  4 (A and B) and supplemental Files 1 and 2). A smaller fraction of amino acid metabolites are unique to the liver (17% of all liver amino acid metabolites), including glutarate, hypotaurine, and S-adenosylmethionine. Comparison of the profiles reveals that fewer amino acids oscillate in the serum than in the liver (48% versus 61.3%) ( Fig. 4C ). In particular, we observed a 2-fold reduction in circadian amino acids affected by HFD in the serum as compared with the liver (Fig. 4D ).
During the analysis of the amino acid pathway, we found that several amino acids, including glycine, serine, and threonine, 4E and supplemental File 1). These metabolites, however, showed a significant decrease in levels, indicating that one of FIGURE 3 . Phase alteration of shared serum and liver metabolites oscillating in both feeding conditions. A, number of shared metabolites oscillating in serum and liver. B, number of shared serum and liver metabolites oscillating only in NC. C, shared metabolites oscillating only in the NC conditions in both tissues. D, phase profiles for shared metabolites oscillating only in NC conditions in serum and liver. E, differences in metabolite composition between shared serum and liver metabolites that oscillate only in the NC conditions. F, number of shared serum and liver metabolites oscillating only in the HFD condition. G, differences in metabolite composition in shared serum and liver metabolites that oscillate only under HFD. H, shared metabolites oscillating in both feeding conditions. I, phase graphs of serum and liver metabolites that oscillate in common in under both feeding conditions (BOTH). Black line, shared serum metabolites that oscillate in the NC subset of the both category (i.e. oscillating under both feeding conditions but considering only NC conditions). Red line, shared serum metabolites oscillating in the HFD subset of the both category. Green line, shared liver metabolites oscillating in the NC subset of the both category. Blue line, shared liver metabolites in the HFD subset of the both category.
the effects of HFD is to influence the homeostasis of tryptophan metabolism. Moreover, HFD results in an increase of the overall levels of tyrosine and induces temporal regulation of tyrosine-related metabolites, such as cresol sulfates and 3-(4-hydroxyphenyl) lactate. Although HFD did not appear to regulate the circadian levels of other metabolites belonging to this pathway (phenol sulfates, 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate), it decreased temporal aspects of their degradation. Interestingly, serotonin levels were significantly decreased in the serum under HFD compared with NC (supplemental File 1), in contrast to observations in human plasma following sleep deprivation (17) .
The comparison between serum and liver amino acid metabolites revealed that some metabolites, including betaine, glutamate, glutamine, and 3-methylcrotonylglycine, are not oscilla- Green bars, number of metabolites shared between serum and liver. C, number of amino acid metabolites oscillating or not oscillating in serum and liver. D, comparison of the numbers of oscillatory amino acid metabolites only in NC, only in HFD, or in both NC and HF groups for serum and liver (p Ͻ 0.05, JTK_cycle, and n ϭ 5 biological replicates). E, heat maps of select metabolites in the serum and liver of animals on NC or HFD. F, phase profiles for amino acid metabolites oscillating for each feeding condition in serum and liver. The percentage of oscillatory metabolites that peak at a specific ZT in NC and HFD compared with the total number of oscillatory metabolites in that metabolic pathway is plotted. FEBRUARY 5, 2016 • VOLUME 291 • NUMBER 6 tory in serum, whereas they are robustly cyclic in the liver only in HFD. Similarly, amino acids of glutathione metabolism were devoid of oscillation in the serum (except for the ophthalmate and 5-oxoproline), in contrast to the liver, where they are highly oscillatory in both feeding conditions. In contrast, isobutyrylcarnitine, tyrosine, tryptophan, p-cresol sulfate, 3-indoxyl sulfate, and arginine were not cyclic in the liver but were cyclic in serum in NC or in HFD ( Fig. 4E and supplemental Files 1 and 2) . Comparison of the oscillation phase revealed that metabolites of both tissues tended to peak later under HFD than what was typically observed in NC. Interestingly, under NC, most of serum and hepatic amino acids peaked at ZT16 (Fig. 4F) . Serum also showed an absence of fibrinogen cleavage peptides and dipeptide derivatives and a higher number of metabolites belonging to the dipeptide subpathway compared with the liver (Fig. 5 (A and B) and supplemental Files 1 and 2). Also, there was an increase in oscillating peptides in the serum compared with liver in HFD and a complete loss of rhythmicity for serum peptides that cycle only in NC as compared with liver ( Fig. 5D and supplemental Files 1 and 2). No temporal similarity for the oscillation phase was found between the two tissues analyzed (Fig. 5E ).
Metabolic Misalignment of Circadian Liver and Serum
Nucleotides-Most nucleotide metabolites are shared between liver and serum. The liver is the primary organ of de novo nucleotide synthesis, although many tissues use salvage pathways to generate nucleotide levels sufficient for cellular functions (63) . Several differences between liver and serum were, however, found, specifically in the content of the purine metabolites adenine and guanine (Fig. 5, F and G) . Interestingly, there was a loss in nucleotides oscillating in the serum compared with the liver (37% versus 54%) (Fig. 5H ). In particular, no oscillating nucleotide metabolites were found under NC conditions in the serum (Fig. 5I) . Moreover, in the serum, nucleotide metabolites tended to peak mostly at ZT4 under both of the feeding conditions, whereas in the liver, they were phase-advanced under HFD (Fig. 5J) .
Carbohydrates-Analysis of carbohydrate metabolites showed that 15 are shared between serum and liver. Almost one-third (29%) of the total serum carbohydrate metabolites were found exclusively in the serum, whereas 50% of total liver carbohydrates were found only in the liver (Fig. 6 (A and B) and supplemental Files 1 and 2). There was a striking difference in the number of carbohydrate metabolites whose levels changed in a circadian manner in the liver versus serum. Indeed, whereas only four metabolites (mannose, mannitol, sucrose, and xylose) oscillated in the serum (19%), 20 did so in the liver (61%) (Fig.  6C) . Moreover, all circadian serum carbohydrates in NC lost their cycling profile in HFD, whereas in the liver, the oscillations were conserved also under nutritional challenge (Fig. 6, D  and F) . The cycling of carbohydrates in general appears to be more prominent in the liver, the primary site of both glucose uptake and glucose production. The loss of cycling under HFD of most carbohydrate metabolites in the serum reinforces the notion that the general effect of nutritional challenge is the disruption of homeostasis.
In addition to carbohydrates, another pathway that in the serum undergoes circadian disruption by HFD is glycolysis. Under nutritional challenge, all metabolites involved in glycol-ysis lost oscillation in the serum, including glucose 6-phosphate, lactate, glucose, and 3-phosphoglycerate, all of which remained oscillatory in the liver ( Fig. 6E and supplemental Files 1 and 2). An intriguing example is sucrose (present in serum but not in the liver). Sucrose, which cycles in NC conditions, completely lost oscillation in HFD (supplemental File 1). A likely explanation could be that mice under HFD have a delay in glucose clearance compared with those in NC, mostly because of peripheral insulin resistance that results from higher levels of circulating free fatty acids.
Lipids-Many lipid metabolites are shared between serum and the liver. However, 33% of the lipid species found in the serum were not present in the liver (supplemental Files 1 and 2). Most of these belong to the subpathways of medium-chain fatty acids, monohydroxy fatty acids, branched-chain fatty acids, lysolipids, and metabolites in the carnitine metabolism pathway. Conversely, 18% of liver lipids are not found in the serum. Importantly, whereas more than half of the serum lipids oscillated across the circadian cycle, fewer did so in the liver (55% versus 33%) ( Fig. 7A ). Diets also differentially affect lipid metabolites in the liver and serum. In particular, under NC, a higher number of lipids oscillated in the serum compared with the liver (Fig. 7B ). Conversely, there was a massive loss of lipid metabolites under HFD in the serum as compared with the liver. Strikingly, most metabolites of the lysolipid pathway (55%) cycled in NC but lost oscillation in HFD, in striking contrast to the situation in the liver, in which only 28% of the lysolipids were shown to have a diet effect ( Fig. 7C and supplemental Files 1 and 2). Also, metabolites in the essential fatty acid and long chain fatty acid pathways oscillated in the serum only under NC, although they showed a non-cyclic trend in the liver under any diet condition. On the other hand, few lipids of the carnitine metabolism subpathway (e.g. myristate, carnitine, acetylcarnitine, and stearoylcarnitine) oscillated in the liver but not in the serum under HFD (supplemental Files 1 and 2). For a number of metabolites, there were also changes in the phase. Some serum lipid metabolites were phase-delayed in HFD; also, whereas most of the liver metabolites oscillated in NC between ZT0 and ZT12, most serum lipids peaked at ZT8 (Fig. 7D ). Thus, circadian lipid profiles are profoundly affected by HFD and show loss of circadian oscillation in the serum.
Cofactors and Xenobiotics-The comparison between cofactors revealed the absence of vitamin B 6 , folate, and thiamine metabolites in the serum, whereas these metabolites were highly present in the liver (Fig. 8 (A and B) and supplemental Files 1 and 2). Interestingly, 91% of serum cofactor and vitamin-related metabolites were not oscillating throughout the circadian cycle compared with the liver (57%), whereas the remaining 9% oscillated only in NC conditions (Fig.  8, C and D) . This difference was inverted for xenobiotic metabolites ( Fig. 8, F-J) . Indeed, 41% of serum xenobiotic metabolites were circadian versus only 27% in the liver (Fig. 8, H and I) , where there was a complete loss of oscillation under HFD. Moreover, serum xenobiotic-related metabolites were phaseadvanced in NC compared with those in the liver (Fig. 8J) .
Energy Metabolism-Metabolites related to the Krebs cycle and oxidative phosphorylation showed no major changes along Green bars, number of common (shared) metabolites between serum and liver. C, number of peptide metabolites oscillating or not oscillating in serum and liver. D, comparison of the numbers of oscillatory peptide metabolites only in NC, only in HF, or in both NC and HF groups for serum and liver (p Ͻ 0.05, JTK_cycle, and n ϭ 5 biological replicates). E, phase profiles for peptide metabolites oscillating for each feeding condition in serum and liver. The percentage of oscillatory metabolites that peak at a specific ZT in NC and HFD compared with the total number of oscillatory metabolites in that metabolic pathway is plotted. F, nucleotide metabolite composition in serum and liver. G, differences in nucleotide metabolite composition between serum and liver. Black bars, number of metabolites identified only in serum. Red bars, number of metabolites identified only in the liver. Green bars, number of common (shared) metabolites between serum and liver. H, comparison of number of nucleotide metabolites oscillating or not oscillating in serum and liver. I, comparison of the numbers of oscillatory nucleotide metabolites only in NC, only in HF, or in both NC and HF groups for serum and liver (p Ͻ 0.05, JTK_cycle, and n ϭ 5 biological replicates). J, phase profiles for nucleotide metabolites oscillating for each feeding condition in serum and liver. The percentage of oscillatory metabolites that peak at a specific ZT in NC and HFD compared with the total number of oscillatory metabolites in that metabolic pathway is plotted. FEBRUARY 5, 2016 • VOLUME 291 • NUMBER 6 the circadian cycle ( Fig. 8, K-N) . Importantly, only two metabolites (22%) oscillated across the circadian cycle in the serum and only one in the liver (14%) (Fig. 8, M and N) . These data suggest that these critical metabolites must maintain relatively stable levels throughout the circadian cycle and under nutritional challenge.
Serum Metabolites as Markers for Metabolic Disease-The comparison between serum and liver metabolomes showed that almost 39% of the total metabolites identified, across most of the metabolic pathways, were exclusively present in serum (supplemental File 1). Most of the metabolites found in the serum are known to be present in all tissues and organs of the body, including intestine, muscle, brain, epidermis, and spleen, indicating that a given metabolite may be not specific to serum but rather present in low abundance or is not found in the liver. Considering serum metabolites only, 60% of them undergo changes in response to the diet, independent of whether it is a decrease or an increase upon HFD ( Figs. 1A and 9 (A-D) and supplemental File 1). Interestingly, many of these metabolites can be considered as markers for various diseases, including FIGURE 6. Loss of oscillation in serum carbohydrate metabolites compared with liver in HFD. A, carbohydrate metabolite composition in serum and liver. B, differences in carbohydrate metabolite composition between serum and liver. Black bars, number of metabolites identified only in serum. Red bars, number of metabolites identified only in the liver. Green bars, number of common (shared) metabolites between serum and liver. C, comparison of carbohydrate metabolites oscillating or not oscillating in serum and liver. D, comparison of the numbers of oscillatory carbohydrate metabolites only in NC, only in HF, or in both NC and HF groups for serum and liver (p Ͻ 0.05, JTK_cycle, and n ϭ 5 biological replicates). E, heat maps of select shared carbohydrate metabolites in the liver and serum under NC and HFD conditions. F, peak profiles for carbohydrate metabolites oscillating for each feeding condition in serum and liver. The percentage of oscillatory metabolites that peak at a specific ZT in NC and HFD compared with the total number of oscillatory metabolites in that metabolic pathway is plotted.
cancer, cardiovascular and renal diseases, and metabolic disorders. For example, in our study, we found altered levels of arachidonate, cholesterol, stearate, betaine, glycerol, sucrose, 2-aminoadipate, eicosapentaenoate, 3-methyl-2-oxovalerate, and oleate (Fig. 9, A and B) . These metabolites have been shown to be associated with obesity, metabolic syndrome, or type II diabetes (64 -71). Moreover, the levels of several metabolites associated with cardiovascular diseases and/or renal failure/ dysfunctions were significantly changed, such as, for example, fatty acid, p-cresol sulfate, inosine, genistein, and daidzain (72-79) ( Fig. 9, A-C and E) . Serotonin, which has a key role in appetite control, was severely affected by HFD, possibly underscoring the tight link between this neurotransmitter and obesity (Fig. 9A) . Peripheral serotonin could be involved in the FIGURE 7 . Gain of cycling serum lipid metabolites compared with liver. A, percentage of lipid metabolites circadian or not circadian under normal chow or high fat diet conditions. B, comparison of the numbers of oscillatory lipid metabolites only in NC, only in HF, or in both NC and HFD groups for serum and liver (p Ͻ 0.05, JTK_cycle, and n ϭ 5 biological replicates). C, heat maps of lipid metabolites oscillating and not oscillating in serum (left map) and liver (right map) samples under NC and HFD. Shown are lysolipids (light blue), long-chain fatty acids (pink), and essential fatty acids (green). D, phase profiles for lipid metabolites oscillating for each feeding condition in serum and liver. The percentage of oscillatory metabolites that peak at a specific ZT in NC and HFD compared with the total number of oscillatory metabolites in that metabolic pathway is plotted. FEBRUARY 5, 2016 • VOLUME 291 • NUMBER 6 JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY 2821 obesity-induced adipose tissue inflammation in our mice (80 -84) .
Other examples of metabolites that we have found altered and are known to be associated with human diseases are ␤-sitosterol, hydroxyproline, N 1 -methyguanosine, cytidine, indoxyl sulfate, pyruvate, and creatinine, all of which have been reported to be involved in cancer (85-93) ( Fig. 9, A, B, D, and E) . Interestingly, our analysis showed higher levels of tyrosine, pyruvate, and glutamine, paralleling the abnormal concentra-tion of these metabolites in patients affected by schizophrenia (94, 95) (Fig. 9, A and D) . Finally, our analysis also revealed some metabolites used as markers for muscle damage, such as hydroxyproline and 3-methyl histidine (96, 97) , which are more abundant in HFD (Fig. 9A ).
Discussion
The relevance of blood in clinical tests lies in the fact that tissue lesions, organ dysfunction, and pathological states alter metabolite composition in the serum, providing valuable information for diagnosis. Here we have presented a high throughput, comparative analysis of the serum metabolome as compared with the liver, along the circadian cycle and under nutritional challenge. In addition to its intrinsic clinical value, this study provides insights on the organism-wide processes of communication among tissues that may take place in a timespecific manner. Considerable advances in a variety of biochemical analytical techniques have allowed significant progress in the deciphering the metabolome in a number of physiological conditions. Specifically, metabolic changes throughout the circadian cycle in serum of both humans and rodents have been analyzed. In addition, a number of studies have detected metabolites that vary throughout the circadian cycle in other tissues, including the liver (50, 98, 99) . These studies show that many metabolites cycle in abundance throughout the 24-h cycle and that many of these oscillations are subject to disruption in the liver following high fat feeding (26) . A number of studies support the notion that desynchrony between the central and peripheral clocks is disadvantageous for energy balance and homeostasis (46, 100) , whereas normal rhythmicity can be altered by HFD administered ad libitum in some mouse models (24, 101) . Also, phosphatidylcholine (18:0/ 18:1) has recently been shown to be a diurnal metabolite capable of integrating lipogenesis in the liver to the use of fatty acids peripherally (102) . In addition, circulating metabolites whose levels are disrupted as a result of the loss of adipose tissuespecific clock function have been shown to alter energy balance by disrupting the rhythmic expression of orexigenic and anorexigenic peptides in the hypothalamus (103) . To determine the extent and specificity to which diets affect the circadian metabolome in ways that might be disadvantageous to overall energy balance, we compared serum and liver metabolomes in mice made obese through a high fat diet. This comparison, the first of this type, has revealed that the serum is generally devoid of oscillation following nutritional challenge and that the remaining oscillatory events are not synchronized with the liver clock. A few previous studies have used a single time point (or non-circadian time points) to assess the metabolite profile of obese humans (104) . Some similarities between our results and these studies exist, specifically when analyzing metabolites of the glycerophospholipid and lysolipid pathways. In both obese humans and our obese mice, the abundance of many of these metabolites was substantially increased, supporting the notion that enhanced lipolysis constitutes a signature of the obese state. Unlike the liver, where only a few lipid metabolites showed circadian oscillation, over half of the lipids showed a circadian oscillation in the serum, the majority of which lose their oscillation after high fat feeding. Indeed, whereas de novo lipogenesis occurs in the liver after chronic high fat feeding, loss of oscillating lipids in the serum probably reflects constitutive breakdown of adipose tissue, which occurs in the insulin-resistant state (105) . Breakdown of adipose tissue causes the release of free fatty acids directly into the bloodstream, but it is not the only source of lipids in the blood. Indeed, short-and medium-chain fatty acids can be absorbed directly from the intestine, so it is possible that with the large increase in dietary lipids, oscillations were lost or could not be detected. Moreover, loss of rhythmicity in this metabolite group may also reflect the fact that other peripheral clocks become misaligned under HFD. Another potential indication of this desynchrony between tissues is the total loss of carbohydrate oscillations after HFD in the serum but not in the liver. One remarkable effect of HFD on the serum metabolome is that, unlike in the liver, where numerous metabolites take on de novo oscillation only after HFD feeding (26) , most serum metabolites lost their rhythmicity. Obviously, this has profound implications for the likelihood of synchronicity across peripheral tissues and between peripheral tissues and the brain. Whereas the SCN responds to light and functions as the central pacemaker (4, 19, 20) , clocks located in peripheral tissues can respond to other zeitgebers, such as nutrients during restricted feeding (9, 22, 47) . These result in the uncoupling of peripheral clocks from the SCN, which has been shown to be highly disadvantageous for energy balance and to cause a variety of physiologic imbalances, as shown in both human and rodent studies (22-24, 39, 41, 45-47) . Our results regarding the effect of HFD show some interesting similarities to the data of Davies et al. (17) , who studied circadian metabolite profiles in humans after sleep deprivation. For example, whereas many amino acid-related metabolites generally have not been found to vary in a circadian fashion in humans, isoleucine and valine have both been shown to be rhythmic in human plasma, with both metabolites increasing in abundance after sleep deprivation. We have also found that rhythmicity of isoleucine and valine in mouse serum persists under HFD, although the overall levels of these FIGURE 8.
Loss of oscillation in cofactor and vitamin metabolites in serum in HFD compared with liver (A-E), gain of oscillation in xenobiotic metabolites in serum in NC and HFD compared with liver (F-J), and loss of oscillation in serum and liver of energy-related metabolites (K-N).
A, cofactors and vitamin metabolite composition in serum and liver. B, differences in cofactors and vitamin metabolite composition between serum and liver. Black bars, number of metabolites identified only in serum. Red bars, number of metabolites identified only in the liver. Green bars, number of metabolites shared between serum and liver. C, number of cofactor and vitamin-related metabolites oscillating or not oscillating in serum and liver. D, comparison of the numbers of oscillatory cofactors and vitamin metabolites only in NC, only in HF, or in both NC and HF groups for serum and liver (p Ͻ 0.05, JTK_cycle, and n ϭ 5 biological replicates). E, phase profiles for cofactor and vitamin metabolites oscillating for each feeding condition in serum and liver. The percentage of oscillatory metabolites that peak at a specific ZT in NC and HFD compared with the total number of oscillatory metabolites in that metabolic pathway is plotted. F, xenobiotic metabolite composition in serum and liver. G, differences in xenobiotic metabolites composition between serum and liver. Black bars, number of metabolites identified only in serum. Red bars, number of metabolites identified only in the liver. Green bars, number of metabolites shared between serum and liver. H, number of xenobiotic metabolites oscillating or not oscillating in serum and liver. I, comparison of the numbers of oscillatory xenobiotic metabolites only in NC, only in HF, or in both NC and HF groups for serum and liver (p Ͻ 0.05, JTK_cycle, and n ϭ 5 biological replicates). J, phase profiles for xenobiotic metabolites oscillating for each feeding condition in serum and liver. The percentage of oscillatory metabolites that peak at a specific ZT in NC and HFD compared with the total number of oscillatory metabolites in that metabolic pathway is plotted. K, energy metabolite composition in serum and liver. L, differences in energy metabolite composition between serum and liver. Black bars, number of metabolites identified only in serum. Red bars, number of metabolites identified only in the liver. Green bars, number of metabolites shared between serum and liver. M, comparison of the numbers of energy metabolites oscillating or not oscillating in serum and liver. N, comparison of the numbers of oscillatory energy metabolites only in NC, only in HF, or in both NC and HF groups for serum and liver (p Ͻ 0.05, JTK_cycle, and n ϭ 5 biological replicates). FEBRUARY 5, 2016 • VOLUME 291 • NUMBER 6 amino acids and some of their related metabolites are significantly increased (supplemental File 1).
Metabolic Misalignment of Circadian Liver and Serum
In addition, paralleling the effect of sleep deprivation, we observe increases in lysolipids under HFD. The increased abundance of lysolipids in the serum, as previously mentioned, may reflect breakdown of muscle and/or adipose tissue membranes. Thus, HFD and sleep deprivation appear to cause similar effects in terms of rhythmicity and abundance of several circulating metabolites.
Our study shows that HFD induces a misalignment between a peripheral tissue and the serum, where a significant fraction of circulating metabolites lose their rhythmicity under nutritional challenge. Also, peripheral clocks appear to respond in a highly tissue-specific manner to nutritional challenge. For example, unlike in the liver, a large number of circulating lipids are oscillatory only when mice are fed the normal chow diet.
Both nutritional challenge and disturbance of normal circadian patterns are risk factors for obesity (29) . Also, metabolic disruptions elicited by HFD lead to reprogramming of the circadian clock in the liver (26) and presumably in other tissues and serum (this study), resulting in the uncoupling of peripheral clocks and SCN (29) .
Thus, further investigations on the metabolome of other tissues along the circadian cycle and in response to different nutritional challenges will help in building a metabolic interconnective map of circadian metabolism. Indeed, loss of rhythmicity in fatty acids in the serum is likely to reflect the desynchronization of other peripheral clocks. A similar scenario seems to be present for carbohydrates, whose oscillation is lost under HFD only in serum and not in the liver. This result may suggest the presence of active lipogenesis along the circadian cycle under HFD. Indeed, it has been shown that excess of food intake is translated into altered expression levels of lipogenic genes (106) . Thus, a diet rich in fat could stimulate the conversion of carbohydrates into lipids for subsequent storage in the adipose tissue. A relevant effect of HFD on the liver clock is the phase advance of a group of metabolites and transcripts (26, 28) . This phenomenon appears to be inverted in serum, where in HFD, metabolites belonging to major metabolic pathways were generally phase-delayed. This type of misalignment across tissues may be responsible for lack of appropriate circadian communication, resulting in a loss of energy balance.
In conclusion, our study has profound implications for deciphering how circadian disruption is induced by nutrient challenge and its differential effect on serum or liver. A critical value of our findings relates to the application of this knowledge at the clinical level, by extending these high throughput metabolomics studies to personalized medicine in various physiological conditions. Author Contributions-S. A. and P. S. C. designed the study; S. A. performed experiments, analyzed data, and wrote the paper; K. L. E.-M. helped in data collection and interpretation and reviewed drafts of the paper; N. J. C and P. B. were involved in the bioinformatics and statistical analysis; and P. S.-C. planned and supervised the research, reviewed drafts, and obtained funding for the research work.
